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Abstract—Scientific simulations in high-performance computing (HPC) environments generate vast volume of data, which may cause
a severe I/O bottleneck at runtime and a huge burden on storage space for postanalysis. Unlike traditional data reduction schemes
such as deduplication or lossless compression, not only can error-controlled lossy compression significantly reduce the data size but it
also holds the promise to satisfy user demand on error control. Pointwise relative error bounds (i.e., compression errors depends on the
data values) are widely used by many scientific applications with lossy compression since error control can adapt to the error bound in
the dataset automatically. Pointwise relative-error-bounded compression is complicated and time consuming. In this article, we develop
efficient precomputation-based mechanisms based on the SZ lossy compression framework. Our mechanisms can avoid costly
logarithmic transformation and identify quantization factor values via a fast table lookup, greatly accelerating the relative-error-bounded
compression with excellent compression ratios. In addition, we reduce traversing operations for Huffman decoding, significantly
accelerating the decompression process in SZ. Experiments with eight well-known real-world scientific simulation datasets show that
our solution can improve the compression and decompression rates (i.e., the speed) by about 40 and 80 p, respectively, in most of
cases, making our designed lossy compression strategy the best-in-class solution in most cases.
Index Terms—Lossy compression, high-performance computing, scientific data, compression rate
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1

INTRODUCTION
UTTING-EDGE

computational research in various domains
relies on high-performance computing systems to accelerate the time to insights. Data generated during such simulations enable domain scientists to validate theories and
investigate new microscopic phenomena in a scale that was
not possible in the past. Because of the fidelity requirements
in both spatial and temporal dimensions, terabytes or even
petabytes of analysis data would be produced easily by scientific simulations per run [1], [2], [3], when trying to capture
the time evolution of physics phenomena in a fine spatiotemporal scale. Climate scientists, for instance, need to run
large ensembles of high-fidelity 1 km  1 km simulations.
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Estimating even one ensemble member per simulated day
may generate 260 TB of data every 16 s across the ensemble
[4]. The data volume and data movement rate are imposing
unprecedented pressure on storage and interconnects [5],
[6], for both writing data to persistent storage and retrieving
them for postanalysis. As HPC storage infrastructure is
being pushed to the scalability limits in terms of both
throughput and capacity [7], the communities are striving to
find new approaches to lower the storage cost. Data reduction, among others, is deemed to be a promising candidate
by reducing the amount of data moved to storage systems.
Data deduplication and lossless compression have been
widely used in general-purpose systems to reduce data redundancy. In particular, deduplication [8] eliminates redundant
data at the file or chunk level, which can result in a high reduction ratio if there are a large number of identical chunks at the
granularity of tens of kilobytes. However, the deduplication
method rarely works for scientific data, since it typically
reduces the scientific dataset by only 20 to 30 percent, as
reported in recent studies [9], which is far from being useful in
production. On the other hand, lossless compression in HPC
is designed to reduce the storage footprint of applications
without any data loss (e.g., using the checkpoint/restart mechanism to protect the applications in case of failures). Lossless
compression usually suffers from very limited reduction
ratios (less than two [10]) on scientific simulation data, since
the simulation data are often stored in the form of floatingpoint numbers (also called floats for short in the following text)
each with rather random ending mantissa bits. With growing
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disparity between compute and I/O, more aggressive data
reduction schemes are needed to further reduce data by an
order of magnitude or more [4], so the focus has shifted to
lossy compression recently.
In this paper, we focus mainly on pointwise relativeerror-bounded lossy compression because pointwise relative error bound (or relative error bound for short) is a critical error controlling method broadly adopted by many
scientific applications in the lossy compression community.
Unlike absolute error control adopting a fixed error bound
for each data point, the pointwise relative error bound indicates that the compression error on each data point should
be restricted within a constant percentage of its data value.
In other words, the smaller the data value, the lower the
absolute error bound on the data point. Accordingly, more
details can be preserved in the regions with small values
under the pointwise relative error bound than with absolute
error bound. According to cosmologists, for example, the
lower a particle’s velocity is, the smaller the compression
error it can tolerate. Moreover, many other studies [11], [12]
also have focused on pointwise relative error bound in lossy
compression.
In particular, ZFP and SZ have been widely recognized
as the top two error-controlled lossy compressors with
respect to both compression ratio and rate [12], [13], [14],
[15]. They have been tested on thousands of computing
nodes. For example, the Adaptable IO System (ADIOS) [16]
deployed on the Titan (OLCF-3) supercomputer at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory has integrated both ZFP and SZ
for data compression. Although being the two best-in-class
compressors, however, ZFP and SZ still have their own
pros and cons because of distinct design principles. With
the same error bound setting, SZ usually has higher compression ratios than ZFP does (about 2X or more), while SZ
is often 20–30 percent slower than ZFP [12], bringing up a
dilemma for users to choose an appropriate compressor. In
fact, the compression/decompression rate is as important
as the compression ratio, in that many applications require
fast compression at runtime because of an extremely fast
data production rate such as the X-ray analysis data generated by the Advanced Photon Source and Linac Coherent
Light Source [17], [18]. A straightforward question is, can
we significantly improve the compression and decompression rates (i.e., the processing speed) based on the SZ lossy
compression framework, leading to an optimal lossy compressor for users?
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to significantly improve
the performance for both compression and decompression
in SZ, while still keeping a high compression ratio and
strictly respecting the user-required error bounds. This
1 Logarithmic
research is nontrivial because of two reasons: 
transformation, which plays an important role in pointwise
relative-error-bounded lossy compression, is a complicated
and time-consuming process. How to speed up logarithmic
transformation and improve the overall compression rate is
2 To this end, we develop a precomputationchallenging. 
based mechanism and prove its effectiveness in theory.
However, our initial model may lead to non-error-bounded
cases. How to guarantee the user-required error bound has
to be considered carefully.
The key contributions of our work are fourfold:



We identify the performance bottleneck in SZ. Specifically, our in-depth performance analysis shows
that the online logarithmic transformation leads to a
low compression and decompression performance
for SZ. In absolute terms, it takes about 33 percent of
the aggregate compression time and 40 percent of
the aggregate decompression time, significantly limiting the compression rate of SZ.
 We propose an efficient precomputation-based mechanism that can significantly increase the compression
rate of the pointwise relative-error-bounded compression in SZ. Our solution eliminates the time cost of logarithmic transformation, replacing it with a fast tablelookup method in the point-by-point processing stage.
At the same time, we develop an adaptive method to
configure parameters in table building, for a better
compression rate. With detailed analysis of the complicated mathematical relations among quotient values,
quantization factor values, and error bounds, our optimized precomputation-based mechanism can strictly
respect specified error bounds to achieve accurate
error control.
 We also develop a precomputation-based mechanism for Huffman decoding in SZ by constructing
three precomputed tables. We replace the costly
repeated tree traversing operations during Huffman
decoding with efficient table lookup operations, significantly accelerating the decompression process.
We also propose an adaptive method to configure
parameters in Huffman decoding automatically.
 We perform a comprehensive evaluation using eight
well-known real-world simulation datasets across
different scientific domains. Experiments show that
our solution does not degrade any compression
quality metric tested, compared with original SZ
approach, including maximum relative error (MAX
E) and mean relative error (MRE). Our precomputation-based mechanism improves the compression
rate by about 40 percent and decompression rate by
about 80 percent in most of cases. Our codes are
available at https://github.com/Borelset/SZ, which
has been merged into the SZ package in version 2.1 .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we present the
time cost of logarithmic transformation and quantization factor calculation, which motivates us to conduct this research. In
Section 4, we present the design and implementation of our
precomputation schemes. In Section 5, we evaluate our new
schemes with multiple real-world scientific HPC application
datasets across different domains, comparing our scheme with
the latest SZ and ZFP. In Section 6, we summarize our work.

2

RELATED WORK

Lossless compression fully maintains data fidelity, but it
depends on the repetition of symbols in the data sources.
Even for slightly variant floating-point values, their binary
representations may hardly contain identical symbols (or
exactly duplicated chunks). As such, lossless compression
suffers from a very low compression ratio [2], [9], [12], [19],
[20] on scientific data.
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Fig. 1. General workflow of SZ compression with logarithmic
transformation.

General acceptance of certain data loss provides an
opportunity to dramatically improve the data compression
ratio; ZFP [19], ISABELA [21], and SZ [2], [22] are three
well-known lossy compressors supporting pointwise relative error bounds.
ZFP [19] is an error-controlled lossy compressor designed
for image data. ZFP transforms the floating-point data points
to a fixed-point data values block by block. Then, a reversible
orthogonal block transformation is applied in each block to
mitigate the spatial correlation, and embedded coding [23] is
used to encode the coefficients.
Motivated by the reduction potential of spline functions
[24], [25], ISABELA [21] uses B-spline-based curve fitting to
compress scientific data. Intuitively fitting a monotonic
curve can provide a model that is more compressible than fitting random data. Based on this, ISABELA first sorts data to
convert highly irregular data to a monotonic curve. Its biggest weakness is slow compression/decompression because
of its expensive sorting operation.
The SZ compressor has experienced multiple enhancements since the first version 0.1 [22] was released in 2016.
SZ 0.1 employed multiple curve-fitting models to compress
data streams, with the goal of accurately approximating the
original data, which encodes the best-fit curve-fitting type for
each data point or marks the data point as unpredictable data
if its value is too far away from any curve-fitted value. SZ 1.4
[2] significantly enhanced the compression ratios by improving the prediction accuracy with a multidimensional prediction method plus a linear-scaling quantization method. SZ 2.0
[26] further improved the compression quality for the highcompression cases by leveraging an adaptive method facilitated with two main candidate predictors (Lorenzo and linear
regression). The former predictor uses neighboring processed
data to predict the next data; the latter processes data as blocks
and predicts data according to the characteristics of the block.
We [20] proposed an efficient logarithmic transformation to
convert a pointwise relative-error-bounded compression
problem to an absolute-error-bounded compression problem.
It improves the compression quality compared with the prior
work [27] that separates all data into several segments, and
process each segment of data as the way of absolute error
bound compression. However, as we have confirmed in our
performance profiling, this will significantly slow the compression and decompression because of its costly logarithmic
transformation operations.
Some existing studies are working on combining different lossy compressors to obtain better compression quality.
Lu et al. [12] conducted a comprehensive evaluation based
on SZ and ZFP and proposed a simple sampling method to
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Fig. 2. Breakdown of the compression and decompression time for SZ
with logarithmic transformation (using 1E-2 as pointwise relative error
bound on NYX dataset).

select the best compressor with higher compression ratio in
between. Tao et al. [14] proposed an efficient online, lowcost selection algorithm that can predict the compression
quality accurately for SZ and ZFP in early processing stages
and selects the best-fit compression based on the quality
metric Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) for each data
field. Their work, however, relies on the compression performance of SZ and ZFP, so their compression result can
never go beyond the best choice from between SZ and ZFP.

3

MOTIVATION

SZ usually leads to higher compression ratios [12] than
other compressors with the same error bound setting especially for 1D and 2D datasets, making it one of the best compressors for HPC scientific data. Generally, SZ performs the
compression based on the following four steps:


Applying prediction to the given dataset based on
user-set error bound: all the floating-point data values are mapped to an array of quantization factors
(integer values), with an accuracy loss restricted
within the error bound.
 Constructing a Huffman tree of the quantization factors, and encoding the quantization factors.
 Compressing the unpredictable data points (i.e., the
data points whose values cannot be approximated
by the first step) by binary-representation analysis.
 Further compressing of the data generated by the
above three steps by using lossless compressors such
as GZip [28] or Zstandard [29] (usually called Zstd).
This SZ compression framework is particularly effective
on absolute-error-bounded compression.
To address the demand of point-wise relative error bound,
the SZ team developed a logarithmic transformation [20]
which can convert the pointwise relative-error-bounded compression problem to an absolute-error-bounded compression
problem, as shown in Fig. 1.
A serious drawback of the logarithmic transformationbased strategy is its high transformation cost, which may
significantly lower the compression/decompression rate.
As Fig. 2 demonstrates, the logarithmic transformation consumes about 30 percent of the overall compression and
decompression time. To avoid such high transformation
cost, we propose an efficient precomputation-based mechanism with a fast table-lookup method, dramatically accelerating SZ compression and decompression.
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TABLE 1
Key Notations
Term

Explanations

f

float f ¼ Xi =Xi ; Xi is an original value; Xi is its predicted
value
The quantization code, an integer, which is located in a fixed
range L; M½ refers to a set of quantization codes.
The range of quantization code M specified by users
The range covered by all of PIðM) or PI 0 ðM)
The error bound specified by users

0

M
L
V
"
PI(M)

u
p

0

An interval where any float x located in, and x could be
presented by ð1 þ "Þ2M with a relative error smaller than ".
This is used for Model A in SZ_P0
A parameter used in Model B to control the intersection size
A parameter specified by users, to define u as 2p

PI0 ðM)

An interval where any float x located in, and x could be
presented by ð1 þ "Þ2ðMuÞ with a relative error smaller than ".
This is used for Model B in SZ_P

T1

Store the mapping relation of f ! M for compression, consisting
of several subtables
Store the mapping relation of M ! f for decompression

T2
sub-table

Divide V into several segments by the exponent part of
floating-point values in V , each segment corresponds to
a sub-table.

grid

Divide each segment into several equal-sized girds, each grid
maps to a sub-table entry

D

The intersection of two neighboring PI(M). We ensure D >
size of the grid, for error control

Fig. 3. Our approach using two precomputed tables to directly transform
the error-controlled quantization codes f[] to integers M[].

to an absolute-error-bounded compression by a logarithmic
transformation as follows.
Xi  ð1  Þ < Xi < Xi  ð1 þ Þ
¼)

4

A PRECOMPUTATION-BASED TRANSFORMATION
SCHEME FOR LOSSY DATA COMPRESSION

In this section, we present the theories and practices of precomputation-based transformation scheme. First, we prove
the feasibility of replacing logarithmic transformation and
floating-point quantization procedures in previous SZ design
[20] (denoted as SZ_T) with an efficient precomputation-based
table lookup procedure (denoted as SZ_P). Second, we discuss
how to construct the tables for the precomputation-based
transformation and the adaptive methods for some parameters. We also provide a detailed algorithm description of our
approach SZ_P. Table 1 lists and describes some key notations
to help understand the design of SZ_P in this section.

4.1

Theoretical Derivation of PrecomputationBased Transformation Scheme for SZ
When SZ compresses floats with an absolute error bound, each
data point will be predicted to calculate the quantization code,
converting a floating-point number lossy compression problem
to an integer number lossless compression problem as follows.
%
$
0
Xi  Xi
þ 0:5 ¼ M:
(1)
2"
In the above equation, " is a user-predefined relative
error bound; M is a derived integer called the quantization code or factor, which can be further encoded by
0
using Huffman coding to reduce storage space; and Xi is
the multidimension-based predicted value of Xi [2].
For relative-error-bounded compression, as introduced in
the preceding section and shown in Fig. 1, the latest SZ version (SZ_T) converts the relative-error-bounded compression

(2)

logðXi Þ þ logð1  Þ < logðXi Þ < logðXi Þ þ logð1 þ Þ:

Before logarithmic transformations, Xi are all converted
to their absolute value because logarithmic transformation
can not process negative values. Their signs are saved in an
array, and we will use Xi to represent the converted data
points in the remaining of the paper.
Due to logðXi Þ þ logð1  Þ < logðXi Þ  logð1 þ Þ, we
can infer that if Inequality (3) holds, then the Inequality (2)
will also hold. Therefore, a relative-error-bounded compression problem as Equation (2) could be converted into an
absolute-error-bounded compression problem as below.
logðXi Þ  logð1 þ Þ < logðXi Þ < logðXi Þ þ logð1 þ Þ:
(3)
Thus, we can use an equation to show how data are processed in SZ with a relative error bound as follows.
%
$
0
log Xi  log Xi
þ 0:5 ¼ M:
(4)
2log ð1 þ "Þ
Then, we can deduce Equation (5) and subsequently
Equation (6) as follows.
0

log Xi  log Xi þ log ð1 þ "Þ
¼ M þ d;
2log ð1 þ "Þ
¼)

f¼

Xi
2M1þ2d
;
0 ¼ ð1 þ "Þ
Xi

0d < 1

0  d < 1:

(5)

(6)

Our approach is inspired from Equation (6). Fig. 3 demonstrates how the precomputation-based table lookup in SZ_P
can avoid the time-consuming logarithmic transformation and
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2M

We call this interval ½ð1 þ "Þð2M1Þ ; ð1þ"Þ
1"  as M’s present
interval, denoted by PI(M). So, the 1st issue and 2nd issue are
solved. PI(M) is a reasonable format of the intervals, and any
float in PI(M) can be compressed into ð1 þ "Þ2M with an
error smaller than the user-specified error bound.
For any pair PI(M) and PI(M+1), we can get their top and
bottom boundaries (see the example shown in Fig. 4) as
follows:
ð1 þ "Þ2M
1"
PIðM þ 1Þbottom ¼ ð1 þ "Þ2Mþ1 :
PIðMÞtop ¼

(10)

Fig. 4. A general description about model A of SZ_P.

Also, we can get
quantization factor calculation in SZ_T. The main idea is to construct these two mappings to bypass the logarithmic transformation. However, how to build these two mappings and prove
the effectiveness of this method is challenging. We provide a
detailed theoretical analysis of our SZ_P method as follows.
Equation (6) indicates that for any floating-point f, we
can get an integer M. M should belong to a fixed and predefined range, namely, the interval capacity L. If he value of f
gets M out of L, f would be considered unpredictable, and
it would be handled by SZ’s separate compression (by truncating insignificant bits in binary representation). Based on
0 < d < 1, we can get 2M  1 < 2M  1 þ 2d < 2M þ 1.
From Equation (6), we can deduce
ð1 þ "Þ2M1 < f < ð1 þ "Þ2Mþ1 :

(7)

Equation (7) gives us a hint that we can probably separate the range of f into some intervals and acquire the quantization factor M for a floating-point number k by finding
out which interval that the k belongs to.
Naive model (Model A) of SZ_P
Inspired by the hint, we propose a naive model (we call it
Model A) to realize the above idea, and the general description of our first model is shown in Fig. 4, in which we use a
series of intervals to cover the range of f. Now, we have
three issues to resolve. The 1st issue is what the format of
the interval should be. The 2nd issue is whether any number in an interval can be compressed into one value with an
error smaller than the user-specified error bound. The 3rd
issue is whether any number can be included within the
above mentioned neighbouring intervals. We will solve the
three issues as below.
Considering the decompression, we want to get a decompressed value f’ from M, and f’ should satisfy the error
bound requirement. So, we have
1"

ð1 þ "Þ2M
 1 þ ";
f

(8)

where ð1 þ "Þ2M is f 0 and f 0 /f should be within ð1  "Þ 
ð1 þ "Þ. From Equation (8) we can further deduce that
ð1 þ "Þ2M1  f 

ð1 þ "Þ2M
:
1"

(9)

2M

ð1þ"Þ
PIðMÞtop
1
1"
¼
¼
> 1:
2Mþ1
1  "2
PIðM þ 1Þbottom ð1 þ "Þ

(11)

Further, we can get the following relations.
PIðMÞbottom < PIðM þ 1Þbottom < PIðMÞtop < PIðM þ 1Þtop

These indicate that two neighboring PIs are intersecting
(see the example in Fig. 4), although the intersections are
extremely narrow. Therefore, the 3rd issue is also solved,
there is no any floating-point number existing between two
neighboring PIs while all the PIs cover a bounded continuous interval, called V.
We can then rasterize V to build Table T1, where each grid
corresponds to a table entry. Thus, we can build a mapping
relation between f (i.e., PI(n)) and M (i.e., n). During compression, for each input floating-point f based on Equation (4), we can calculate in which grid it is located, then
getting the value M from Table T1. As a result, f can be represented by ð1 þ "Þ2M , which can restore the value of f during
decompression respecting the predefined error bound ".
Obviously, if we can acquire that a floating-point number f
belongs to which PI, we can directly know which M f maps to.
However, there is another problem to resolve: how can we
know which PI the floating-point number f belongs to. Since
brute-force search by traversing the PIs is very time-consuming,
we must explore other more efficient solutions.
We decide to build a precomputed table to avoid the traversal cost. Fig. 4 summarizes this method, and we call this
the basic method Model A in the paper. In this model, we
separate the range V into several grids with equal size. For
each grid, we find a PI to maps to. In this way, for any float
f, we first find out which grid the f belongs to and second
find out which PI the grid maps to, and finally using
ð1 þ "Þ2M as the compressed value of f. Only the integer M
needs to be saved for decompression.
To summarize, the challenge of adopting Model A is that
there exist some grids divided by two PIs (as shown in
Fig. 4). Thus, no matter how we decide these grids belong to
which PIs, we always arrive at a situation in which a grid B
maps to PI(K) but a number d in grid B does not belong to
PI(K). This results in higher relative errors than the error
bound ", which makes our compressor non-error-bounded.
Model A therefore should be further improved to strictly
respect the error bound.
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3)

Fig. 5. General description of Model B of SZ_P.

Improved model (Model B) of SZ_P
To address the issue that Model A does not strictly respect
error bounds, we propose a new design of PI0 , namely,
Model B, that has more intersecting parts to ensure data are
strictly error bounded after decompression. In Model B, we
shift PIs from Equation (9) and enlarge their intersections.
More specifically, we define the new f0 and PI0 as
ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ1  f 0 

ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ
;
1"

0 < u  1;

(12)

where u is introduced for enlarging the intersection ratio.
Because PI0 (M)top > PI0 (M)bottom , PI0 s are intersecting, so
they can also cover a bounded continuous interval V (as
shown in Fig. 5). Concerning the relation between a grid
and a PI0 , we present the following lemma.

Because the size of grid G is smaller than D, G is
completely included in PI0 (n). Thus, this kind of
grid is also completely included in a PI0 . The same
conclusion can be made assuming that the boundary is PI0 (n-1)’s top boundary.
A grid in which there are two or more PI0 ’s boundaries does not exist. The reason is that the size of PI0
is bigger than D and D is bigger than the grid size. t
u

Therefore, Lemma 1 demonstrates that the mapping relation between f (i.e., the grid) and M (i.e., n) in Model B is
N ! 1 and that every grid could be completely included by
a PI0 , which Model A cannot do. Model B can avoid the
problem appearing in Model A, that is, relative errors
higher than the predefined bound.
Compared with PI, the tight arrangement of PI0 can lead
to a better error control but also result in a smaller size of
the covered range V. It depends on the parameter u: a
smaller u can lead to a compression ratio similar to that of
Model A but also a larger total grid count, which means
higher memory cost. Empirically, u should be set to 1, 12, 14, 18,
and so on, which makes it easier to decide grid size in
Model B. We adopt Model B in SZ_P, which brings us better
error control but a slight decrease in the compression ratio.
We note that in both Model A and Model B, once the table
is generated, it can be saved for repeated future use, because
the table is related only to the user-set error bound ", instead
of the values of the input datasets.

4.2 Table Construction Using Model B
The next problem is how to build Table T1 with Model B,
namely, building the mapping relation between f (i.e., Xi0 )
X
i

Lemma 1. If a grid size G is smaller than the size of any intersecting part of PI0 , a PI0 completely including the grid always exists.
Proof. Consider the intersecting size of two neighboring PI0 s.
ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ
1"
ð1 þ "ÞðMþ1Þð2uÞ
PI 0 ðM þ 1Þbottom ¼
1þ"
PI 0 ðMÞtop ¼

D ¼ PI 0 ðMÞtop  PI 0 ðM þ 1Þbottom
ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞþ1 ð1  ð1 þ "Þu Þ:

(13)

(14)

As the condition provided by Lemma 1 (shown in
Fig. 5), we assume that all the grid sizes are smaller than
any of the D. We can further prove the lemma with all
three possible cases of the grids as follows.
1)

2)

A grid in which there is no PI0 ’s boundary, is
completely included in a PI0 . Since PI0 s cover a
bounded continuously interval, this kind of grid
is included in a PI0 .
A grid in which there is only one of the PI0 ’s
boundaries, is completely included in a PI0 . Without loss of generality, we assume that it is PI0 (n+1)’
s bottom boundary and it is a float number K, and
the grid is G. So PI0 (n)’s top boundary is K+D.

and M (i.e., the error-controlled quantization code). We
mainly discuss the construction of Table T1 here since Table
T2 can be easily calculated and constructed, as shown in
Algorithm 2 (see Section 4.5).
According to Lemma 1, we can know the condition that
the size of grids should meet. There are also some challenges in building Table T1. The first is that the exponential
model such as ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ in Equations (13) and (14) has a
huge growth rate, and a fixed grid size will lead to a huge
amount of grids that can make Table T1 have a huge size.
Thus, controlling the size of the table is important. Next we
introduce how we overcome this.
In Table T1, for a given error bound " and an interval
capacity L, we divide the range V into many equal-sized
grids. In Model B we divide the range V into several segments
with PI0 ’s exponent, process them separately, and set different
sizes for grids in different segments. In each segment, as discussed in Lemma 1, since the grid size must be smaller than
the intersecting size of two smallest neighboring PI0 s, we
define the size of smallest PI0 in a segment is Sseg , because the
size of PI0 and intersection in a segment is the same.
Therefore, if u is 1, the grid size should be half of Sseg ,
which is the size of smallest intersection. Meanwhile, u
determines the size of intersecting parts of PI0 s.
If u is 1, any PI0 (n) should be covered by two neighbors (i.e.,
0
PI (n+1) and PI0 (n-1)), so the grid size should be set smaller
S
Sseg
1
than seg
2 . If u is 2, the grid size should be set smaller than 4 ,
and so on. Each segment will be separated into several grids
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of SZ_P with different plus_bits (p) on the NYX dataset.

depending on its grid size. Furthermore, the index number of f
min
in a segment of Table T1 can be calculated as fSeg
gridsize .
Consider the cost of division operations. In order to save
time getting the index number of f as calculated above, the
grid size should be simple in the binary system. Hence, we
keep just one valid number for the grid size in IEEE 754 format
min
min
to fSeg
[30]. For example, we can transform the fSeg
1:101 25
1:000 25
(in order to make the grid size smaller and also satisfy Lemma
1), which is equal to ðf  Segmin Þ 25 , in which the multiply
operation does not change the mantissa of f  Segmin . Therefore, we can get the index from the mantissa of f  Segmin
directly and no longer need a division operation.
Now that we have determined the way to solve the problem of controlling the size of Table T1, we discuss how to
separate the range V into segments and decide the size of
grids for each segment.
Since floating-point data in cmputer systems are saved in
IEEE 754 format [30], we divide range V into several segments according to f’s exponent, and we build subtables for
each segment separately. For the segment where f’s exponent is k and the smallest ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ in Segk is S, we define
the grid size G ¼ 1:0  2k  "  u.
Since the exponent part of any ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ in Segk is k,
any S is larger than 1:0  2k . For Segk , we can get the value
of D, which we have mentioned in Lemma 1, as
D ¼ ð1 þ "ÞðMð2uÞþ1Þ ð1  ð1 þ "ÞðuÞ Þ
¼ Sð1 þ "Þð1  ð1 þ "ÞðuÞ Þ:
Since S > 1:0 2k and ð1 þ "Þð1  ð1 þ "ÞðuÞ Þ "  u, we
know D > G, so G is a reasonable grid size that satisfies the
requirement discussed in Lemma 1. Accordingly, if the grid
size is G, any grid in Segk can always find a PI0 that completely
includes grid. So, G can be used as the grid size for each segment. However, if we use G as the grid size, which always
has many mantissas, we usually need a divide operation to
know which grid a floating-point number should belong to,
and it is also time-consuming. As such, we need a grid size,
which has only one mantissa, and in this way we can know
which grid a floating-point number should belong to according to its binary format. Therefore, we use a value G’, which is
smaller than G and also satisfies Lemma 1, as the grid size for
each segment. As a result, we define G’ as below:
G0 ¼ 1:0  2k  "0  u:
Here "0 is the result of " keeping one valid number in binary,
and if we choose a u which has only one mantissa in binary

format, we can know that G’ also has only one mantissa in
binary format.
We can determine that the size of the subtable of Segk is
the size of Segk
. To better illustrate this, we calculate it sepaG0
rately as follows:
The size of Segk is 1:111:::  2k  1:0  2k ¼ 1:0  2k .
Convert the " to binary representation, and keep
one valid number (e.g., if " ¼ 0:01 in decimal,
"0 ¼ 0:0000001 in binary and could be present by 27 ).
3) Choose a power of 2 that less than 1.0 as u, such as 1/
2, 1/4, 1/8 etc., denoted as 2p .
Thus, G0 ¼ 1:0  2k  "0  2p , and the size of the subtable for Table T1 is 2p ="0 . Obviously the size is determined
by u and ". For example, if u ¼ 0:25 and " ¼ 0:01, the size of
the subtable is 22  27 = 29 = 512. Therefore, the scale of the
subtable will be in control. On the other hand, the count of
the subtable in Table T1 is determined by L (i.e., the range
of quantization code M), which is about 10 in general.
Overall, by setting the different grid sizes for different
segments (i.e., the subtables), we can control the total size of
Table T1 at an acceptable level. Generally, in our final implementation and evaluation in Section 5, the sizes of Table T1
are only about 131 KB, 884 KB, 2,848 KB, and 4,608 KB when
" = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. These memory
footprints are ignorable for HPC servers.
1)
2)

4.3 The Adaptive Parameter Selection in Model B
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the value of u determines the
size of the table, in which we denote u as 2p and p is called
‘plus_bits’ here. Now we discuss the value selection of
plus_bits, which determines the range covered by all the PI0 s
and the table size ( affecting the compression ratio and rate,
respectively).
As shown in Fig. 6, we compare the results of different
plus_bits on the NYX dataset to study its influence on the performance of SZ_P using Model B. From Fig. 6c, we see that the
compression ratios are often in direct proportion to the plus_
bits. As described above, plus_bits decides the intersection
size of neighboring PI0 s: a smaller ’plus_bits’ leads to a smaller
intersection. Therefore, if we use a bigger plus_bits, PI0 s can
cover a larger range with smaller intersections, resulting in
fewer unpredictable values and thus higher compression
ratios. Tuning of plus_bits is more critical to the compression
use-case with large error bound than with small error bound.
On the other hand, a bigger plus_bits also will lead to a bigger
precomputed table. The table size doubles every time the
value of plus_bits increases by one. A bigger table size will
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probably result in more cache misses, which would cause
worse performance in table lookup. Fig. 6a shows that the
compression rate differs with different values of plus_bits.
The compression rate is a decreasing function of the plus_bits
value, which is reasonable. The difference is insignificant in
lower accuracy requirements, such as 1e-1, 1e-2, and 1e-3. In
use cases demanding small error bound, such as 1e-4, 1e-5,
and 1e-6, a bigger plus_bits results in a clearly different time
cost. Hence, if the user accepts compression with a relatively
large error bound, we do not need to choose a large plus_bits.
If a small error bound is required, we should choose a small
plus_bits, in order to get a high compression rate. From
Fig. 6b, we also observe negligible difference on decompression rate brought by the value of plus_bits.
Based on this analysis, we can decide the best-fit plus_bits
according to the range of L and the user-specified error
bound, which determines the size of the table. If the table
size is fairly large, the lookup performance can easily be
degraded significantly, leading to a low compression rate. In
this situation, using a small plus_bits can effectively mitigate
this issue, obtaining a better compression rate with an insignificant loss of the compression ratio. If the table size is small,
it is better to use a bigger plus_bits to get a higher compression ratio with an insignificant loss of the compression rate.

Algorithm 1. Adaptive selection of the plus_bits p.
Input: pointwise relative error bound ", interval capacity L
Output: the parameter p to define u;
1: p = 0
2: coefficient_L = 1
3: for i=1 to 1024 do
4: if L i == 0 then
5:
coefficient_L = 2i15
6: end if
7: end for
8: expo_" = exponent of "
9: coefficient_" = 2expo "
10: coefficient_total = coefficient_L * coefficient_"
11: if coefficient_total < 27 then
12: p = 3
13: else if coefficient_total  210 then
14: p = 2
15: else if coefficient_total < 216 then
16: p = 1
17: else
18: p = 0
19: end if

In addition, not only is the table size relative to plus_bits and
", but it also involves the user-specified parameter L. Therefore,
we also need to take L into consideration carefully. To this end,
we propose an adaptive method, as shown in Algorithm 1, to
make use of these features for best performance by choosing a
reasonable plus_bits under different provided conditions. We
1,
set the table size with " = 1e-1 and L = 32768 as the base size. 
When we get a series of user-specified parameters as configuration, we estimate the table size in this situation, in which we
compare the differences of " and L, predict how many times
each parameter will enlarge the table size, and give a total
2 , we calculate the coefficient total with these two sizes
result. 
to predict how many times the table size is larger than the base

3 , According to the results of a series of experiments, as
size. 
shown in Fig. 6a, we note that the performance will be significantly slowed down in error bound 1e-4 using different plus_
bits. The reason is the overlarge table size. According to Fig. 6c,
when plus_bits is larger than 3, the compression ratios differ little with different plus_bits. Combining these results, we define
three boundaries for coefficient total to set a suitable plus bits
for achieving a good trade-off between the compression ratio
and compression rate.

4.4 Implementation Details about Model B
In this subsection, we provide the implementation details of
SZ_P in Algorithms 2 and 3 with pseudocode descriptions.
First, we build an Table T2, saving all the ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ ,
and an inverse table T1 which is used to find a M for a float
f, as described in the preceding subsection. To save subtables from different segments for Table T1, we design the
following data structures:
1 struct TopTable{
2 uint16_t topIdx; /*the biggest exponent in V*/
3 uint16_t btmIdx; /*the smallest exponent in V*/
4 int bits; /*define the relative size of grid size*/
5 struct SubTable * subTablePtr;
/*sub-table array*/
6 }
7 struct SubTable{
8 uint32_t * grids; /*array of grid to M*/
9 }

For the TopTable in Table T1, it should save the biggest
and smallest exponent of ð1 þ "ÞMð2uÞ as topIdx and
btmIdx, as well as the pointer subTablePtr to its subtables.
Here bits is the result of ðexponent of "0 Þ þ p, where p is
the plus_bits parameter mentioned in the preceding subsection regarding how to choose the value of u adaptively.
Based on these data structures (also as shown in Algorithm
1), we first build Table T2 and then build Table T1 according
to T2. The size of T1 is determined by the amount of different
exponents in the Table T2. The size of the subtables of T1 is
determined as 2bits . We scan the grids in T1 and calculate each
grid’s bottom and top boundaries to determine that which PI0
the processed grid should belong to. The building of Table T1
is completed as all the grids are processed.
Algorithm 2 describes the point-by-point processing stage
in SZ_P using Model B. We get the error-controlled quantization code M by looking up Table T1, if the data Ds½i is a
predictable value. Thus, SZ_P avoids many logarithmic
transformation operations in SZ_T while achieving nearly
the same compression efficiency on scientific data. Fig. 7
shows how the tables are used. When we get a floating-point
number f, we acquire its exponent part with bit operations
to find out which SubTable we should use. Next, we acquire
its several bits from its mantissa to lookup in the SubTable,
and get the M which f should map to. The number of bits
acquired from mantissa is decided by the user-specified precision and value of u.
Table T2 can also be used in decompression since decompression is an inverse process of compression. After using
Zstd as well as Huffman decoding to get the quantization
factor array M[], the decompression process also requires a
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and the value of u; it has nothing to do with specific dataset.
Therefore, the tables are deterministic, thus they can be precomputed and saved into files by serialiazation and reused
for different datasets.

Algorithm 3. Point-by-point processing stage in SZ_P.

Fig. 7. An general example for looking up tables to get M with a specified f.

point-by-point processing stage, in which Table T2 can be
used to restore data. SZ_P uses quantization factors as indices to look up Table T2 to get the floating-point values,
which have been precomputed according to Equation (7).
These floating-point values are not the values of original
data but the quotients of neighboring points, which can be
further used to restore the original data by using several
simple multiply operations.

Algorithm 2. Building Tables T1 and T2 using Model B.
Input: pointwise relative error bound ", interval capacity L,
and the parameter p to define u;
Output: table T 2 (M ! f) and table T 1 (f ! M);
1: T2={0};
2: u ¼ 2p ;
3: for i=0 to L-1 do
4: T2[i] = ð1 þ "ÞðiL=2Þð2uÞ ;
5: end for
6: TopTable T1;
7: T1.btmIdx = T2[0]’s exponent; T1.topIdx = T2[L-1]’s exponent;
8: T1.bits = -("’s exponent) + p;
9: index = 0; state = false;
10: subBoundary = (1
T1.bits) - 1; /*to define the last index
of sub-table*/
11: for i=0 to T1.topIdx - T1.btmIdx do
12: for j=0 to subBoundary do
13:
PI0 top = T2[index] / (1-");
14:
PI0 btm = T2[index] / (1+");
15:
gridBtm =((i+T1.btmIdx) 23) + (j (23-T1.bits));
16:
gridTop = ((i+T1.btmIdx) 23) + ((j+1) (23-T1.bits));
17:
/*In IEEE 754 format, 32bit float has 23 bits mantissa, i +
T1.btmIndex is gridTop’s exponent and j is its mantissa.*/
18:
if gridTop < PI0 top && gridBtm > PI0 btm then
19:
T1.subTablePtr[i].grids[j] = index;
20:
state = true;
21:
else if index < L-1 and state == true then
22:
index ++;
23:
T1.subTablePtr[i].grids[j] = index;
24:
else
25:
T1.subTablePtr[i].grids[j] = 0;
26:
end if
27: end for
28: end for

In addition, we can find that the tables are used to build a
map between a floating-point numbers f and integers M,
and the map is determined by the required error bound "

Input: the dataset Ds{}, a user-specified point-wise relative
error bound " and interval capacity L;
Output: compressed data stream M and the unpredicted bytes;
1: Build Tables T1 and T2;
2: M = {0};
3: pred = 0;
4: Process Ds[0] as an unpredicted float in SZ, pred = Ds[0]0 ; /*Ds
[0]0 is truncated from Ds[0] according to " as SZ does [22].*/
5: length = size of Ds;
6: for i=1 to length-1 do
7: ratio = Ds[i]/pred;
8: index = 0;
9: expoIdx = ratio’s exponent;
10: if expoIdx > T1.btmIdx && expoIndex < T1.topIdx then;
11:
mantiIdx = ratio’s mantissa (23-T1.bits);
12:
subtable = T1.subTablePtr[expoIdx-T1.btmIdx]
13:
index = subtable.grids[mantiIdx];
14: end if
15: if index != 0 then
16:
M[i] = index;
17:
pred = pred * T2[index];
18: else
19:
M[i] = 0;
20:
process Ds[i] as unpredicted in SZ, pred = Ds[i]0 ; /*Ds[0]0
is truncated from Ds[0] according to " as SZ does [22].*/
21: end if
22: end for

4.5 Optimizing Huffman Decoding
As discussed in Section 3, Huffman encoding/decoding is a
critical step in SZ. In SZ_P, we optimize the Huffman decoding performance in particular. Generally, Huffman decoding
parses the bit stream according to a Huffman tree, which
means the decoding process acts as a state machine (bit by bit
processing). With small error bound, quantization factor values will no longer converge, but scatter, leading to a longer
average Huffman code length, thus longer decoding time (see
results in Fig. 2b). Based on our observation, there are many
repeated calculations in Huffman decoding. Traversing
always begins from the root of the Huffman tree, and different
Huffman codes with the same prefix will have the same or
partially overlapped traverse path. Many repeated traversing
operations can be avoided if we can also design such a precomputation-based mechanism for Huffman decoding.
Inspired by our precomputed tables for logarithmic transformation, we process multiple bits as a prefix at one time,
instead of processing bit by bit. As a result, we also design the
precomputation-based tables for Huffman decoding in SZ_P
as shown in Fig. 8. We describe the tables in details as below.


Node Table: It records prefix bits ! Huffman node
address (or called subtree). Here we configure the
length of prefix bits as a fixed number Y , and we
construct the Node Table for all Y prefix bits in the
Huffman tree. Fig. 8 provides an example of this
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Fig. 8. Example of building precomputation-based tables to accelerate Huffman decoding in SZ_P.

Node Table (Y =3 in this example), which records all
possibilities of nodes mapping to 3 prefix bits in the
Huffman tree. Thus, by looking up this table, we can
directly read 3 bits each time and access the corresponding node, avoiding the traversal cost from
level 0 to level 3 in the Huffman tree.
 Value Table: It records prefix bits ! a possible Huffman
code. To build this table, we traverse all the Y prefix
bits in Huffman tree; and if we find a leaf node in the
traversal, we record the value of the leaf node in the
entry mapping to the corresponding prefix, and otherwise record -1.
 Length Table: It records prefix bits ! the length of a
Huffman code. The reason we construct this table is
that Huffman codes are variable lengths such that
some Huffman codes can be shorter than Y .
In the example in Fig. 8, we process 3 bits each time (Y =3).
For the first 3 bits ‘011’, we first look up the Value Table to
obtain ‘011’ ! ‘8’, knowing that it may be a Huffman code
and its corresponding value is 8. We further get its length=3
by looking up the Length Table. As a result, we output the
value ‘8’ for the prefix ‘011’, and move the bit stream pointer
3 bits forward accordingly. For the next 3 bits ‘101’, we look
up the Value Table to obtain ‘101’ ! ‘12’, and we then look up
the Length Table to obtain length=2. Thus, we output the value
‘12’ for the prefix ‘10’. Because length=2, we move the bit
stream pointer 2 bits forward. The last 1 (of ‘101’) and its next
2 bits ‘10’ are treated as the next 3 bits ‘110’. We find ‘110’ is
not a Huffman code in the Value Table (‘110’ ! ‘-1’), so we get
the address of Huffman tree’s node ‘110’ from the Node Table
and traverse the Huffman tree according to the following
(input) bits to get a longer Huffman code.
With these precomputed tables, we can significantly
accelerate the decompression process of SZ_P by reducing
tree traversing operations during Huffman decoding. Note
that the size of the precomputed table is determined by a
key parameter Y , which will affect the final performance.
Specifically, the total size of the three precomputed tables
can be calculated according to the length of the prefix bits
(i.e., the value Y ) as: 2Y  ð4 þ 2 þ 8Þ. If the table size is too
large, it will also cause lots of cache misses during Huffman
decoding, thus decreasing the overall decompression speed.
We discuss this issue in detail as follows.
As shown in Fig. 9a, the best choice of Y is also different
for different user-specified error bound. With error bounds
1e-1 and 1e-2, the average length of Huffman codes is short,

and we do not need a large table. In the smaller error
bounds cases such as 1e-5 and 1e-6, the average length of
Huffman codes is long, such that a small table cannot make
full use of this kind of schema. We can observe that the
value of Y is deeply involved in the decompression rate. It
is closely related to the average lengths of Huffman codes,
which is decided by the user-specified error bound and the
distribution of data and is hard to predict only in decompression processing.
Therefore, we also propose an adaptive method to select
a suitable parameter Y for our Huffman decoding. We
record 95 percent of the lengths of Huffman codes, which
reflect the lengths of most Huffman codes, in the compression output file. During the decompression processing, we
will use this record as the value of Y to adapt different situations on different datasets.
The table size should not be too large because the size of
cache in computer is limited and the bigger table will lead
to many cache misses. Thus, the value of Y also needs an
upper limit Yupper . As shown in Fig. 9b, we run a series of
experiments on NYX dataset with plus_bits = 3 to show the
difference in the decompression rate with different Yupper . If
Yupper is too small, the precomputed table cannot fully realize their potential. On the other hand, if Yupper is too large,
cache misses will also make the compressor slower. With
error bounds of 1e-1, 1e-2, and 1e-3, different Yupper s may
lead to similar results. However, we observe that in error
bounds of 1e-4, 1e-5, and 1e-6, the decompression rate
increases as Yupper increases from 8 to 16. However, for the
situation of Yupper = 20, its decompression rate is much
slower with error bounds of 1e-4 and 1e-5. With an error
bound of 1e-6 that may lead to a long average huffman code
length, Yupper = 20 seems able to make full use of this

Fig. 9. Performance comparisons of SZ_P on NYX dataset using different Y (with adaptive selection of ‘plus bits’).
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precomputed mechanism and achieves better performance
than with Yupper = 16, but the result is contrary to what we
expected. The reason is that the tables constructed by this
mechanism are too large, leading to many cache misses in
Huffman decoding.
Based on this observation, Yupper = 16 is always a reasonable setting, which means that each table has 216 entries at
most. If the lengths of 95 percent of Huffman codes during
the compression processing are larger than Yupper , we set Y
= Yupper as the prefix length; otherwise, we follow the results
of the statistics summary. The size of the three tables is only
851 KB (using Yupper =16) at most in our design for Huffman decoding, which is also ignorable for HPC servers.

4.6 Discussions
In summary, the key points of our idea in designing SZ_P
are as follows.
Since the predicted values (Xi0 ) are always expected
to be close to the real values (Xi Þði:e:; Xi0 is always
Xi
distributed in a zone close to 1.0), we can get a new
method with a precomputed table, which is mathematically equivalent to the logarithmic transformation used in SZ_T; and the size of the precomputed
table can be well controlled.
 By our careful design of Model B, we make the error
caused by the table look-up always smaller than the
error bound ", which means that the accuracy of
compressing data by SZ_P could be well controlled.
Therefore, our optimization includes two parts: the log
transformation and the calculation of the quantization factors
(i.e., the relationships of the neighboring floats). We avoid the
logarithmic transformation in SZ_T and optimized the quantization process with table lookup operations. That is the key
reason we speed up the pointwise relative error bounded
lossy compression significantly. Because ZFP [31] does not
have the quantization factor calculation procedure, our current design cannot be directly applied to ZFP. More specifically, ZFP saves the transformation results of the original
values instead of the derived values of the neighboring points.


5

EVALUATION

In this section, we compare our approach (denoted by SZ_P)
with two state-of-the-art methods, SZ_T and ZFP_T, which
were proposed in the literature [20]. We chose ZFP_T
because it is an improved version in terms of the original
ZFP by leveraging logarithm transformation for point-wise
relative error bound. Our prior work [20] shows that ZFP_T
exhibits much better results than the original ZFP. Compression and decompression rate, ratio, and data fidelity are
all used to assess lossy compressors quantitatively.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct our tests on a server with two Intel Xeon Gold
6130 processors running at 2.1 GHz and a total of 128 GB of
memory. We perform the evaluation with as many datasets as
possible downloaded from the scientific data reduction
benchmark (sdrbench) [32], including HACC cosmology simulation (1D), NYX cosmology simulation (3D), Hurricane ISABEL simulation (3D), CESM-ATM climate simulation (2D),
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EXAALT moledular dynamic simulation (1D), Miranda turbulence simulation (3D), S3D combustion simulation (3D),
and SCALE-LETKF climate simulation(3D). The sizes of
these eight datasets are 6.3 GB, 3.1 GB, 1.9 GB, 2.0 GB, 33 MB,
1.0 GB, 26 GB, and 6.4 GB per snapshot for each application,
respectively. Other datasets on the sdrbench either are
unstructured grid datasets (unable to be represented by regular mesh grid, such as XGC and Brown samples) or require
absolute error bound instead of pointwise relative error
bound focused by our paper (such as EXAFEL).
The data fidelity of lossy compression approaches is
measured with multiple metrics, including the max pointwise relative error (MAX E), which shows whether a
method is respecting the error bound; MRE (mean relative
error; the smaller the better), which shows the mean relative
difference between original values and the decompressed
values; and RMSRE (root mean squared relative error; the
smaller the better), which measures the degree of dispersion
of relative error.
Compression rate and decompression rate indicate the
throughput of compression and decompression. For compression and decompression rate, we run each experiment
five times to calculate the average. Since each application
involves many fields, each in a data file, we use the aggregated file size divided by the total compression or decompression time to calculate the rate. The compression ratio is
the ratio of the original data size to the compressed size.

5.2 Compression Rate and Decompression Rate
In this section, we compare compression and decompression
rates for different approaches. For SZ_P, the time cost of building tables is not counted in the total time cost. The reason is
that the tables are determined by the user-specified error
bounds and u value, so they are actually computed priori and
can reused by different datasets in practice, as discussed in
Section 4.4. Figs. 10 and 11 present the compression rate and
decompression rate of SZ_P, SZ_T and ZFP_T on the eight
datasets, respectively. Generally, SZ_T has the lowest compression rate among the three approaches, because of its logarithmic transformation and floating-point quantization time
cost. The compression rate is a particular advantage of ZFP_T,
since the implementation of ZFP itself has been optimized for
the speed purpose. As observed in the figure, ZFP_T exhibits
a 20 30 percent higher compression rate than SZ_T. In most
cases, SZ_P’s speed is about 1.2 1:5 as fast as that of SZ_T
on compression, which is attributed to the performance gain
of our new table lookup method. As Fig. 11 demonstrates, the
decompression rate of SZ_P is also about 1.3 3:0 as high as
that of SZ_T.
From Fig. 11, we can also observe that the decompression
performance gain of SZ_P over other lossy compressors differs with error bound, also depending on the datasets. Specifically, SZ_P’s decompression rate is equivalent to or even
higher than ZFP_T’s decompression rate in most of cases.
The key reason is that the exponential transformation and
Huffman decoding takes the major portion (more than 23) of
the total decompression time for SZ, as can be confirmed in
Fig. 2b, and SZ_P greatly reduces the time cost of these two
steps in decompression. Note that SZ_P has the highest
decompressing rate on the HACC dataset. This is because
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Fig. 10. Compression rate on given point relative error bound.

Fig. 11. Decompression rate on given pointwise relative error bound.

HACC has the lowest compression ratio and thus needs longer time for Huffman decoding, whereas SZ_P greatly accelerates Huffman decoding as discussed earlier.
We present breakdown of SZ_P time consumption in
Fig. 12. From the figure we can see that SZ_P eliminates the
time cost on logarithmic transformation in comparison with
SZ_T (see Fig. 2 in Section 3). This explains why SZ_P achieves
much higher compression and decompression rates than does

SZ_T. Fig. 12a also suggests that the time cost in building tables
of our precomputation-based mechanism occupies less than 5
percent of the total time. In addition, the constructed tables in
SZ_P are independent of the dataset size, which means this
overhead can be amortized and hence is negligible when compressing large datasets. From Fig. 12b, we can see that SZ_P
also greatly reduces the time cost of Huffman decoding,
achieving a much higher decompression rate (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 12. Breakdown of the compression time for SZ_P using 1E-2 pointwise relative error bound on NYX dataset.

5.3 Compression Ratio
Fig. 13 shows the compression ratio of ZFP_T, SZ_T, and
SZ_P with the six commonly-used pointwise error bounds
(0.1, 0.01, 0.001, ..., 0.000001) on the eight datasets. From this
figure, we can see that SZ_P has compression ratios similar
to those of SZ_T, which are often much higher (even up to
one order of magnitude in some cases) than those of ZFP_T.
We explain the key reasons as follows.
Unlike SZ_T whose interval size covered by a quantization code is twice as large as the error bound (i.e., exactly 2"),
SZ_P has a smaller interval size of quantization code, which
is (2-uÞ", which thus slightly decreases the compression ratio.
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Fig. 13. Compression ratio on given pointwise relative error bound.

The degree of decrease depends on the u value: using a
smaller u would achieve a smaller decrease, but the table size
would be increased (because u determines the grid size). As
discussed in Section 4.3, we use an adaptive method in
choosing u for SZ_P to achieve a tradeoff between compression rate and compression ratio. SZ_P achieves a similar
compression ratio as SZ_T.
On the other hand, we note that SZ_P achieves a higher
compression ratio (about 1.20) on small error bounds,
such as 1e-5 and 1e-6. As our prior work [20] indicated, in
order to avoid the round-off error caused by logarithmic
transformation for compression and its inverse transformation for decompression, a correction (i.e., a subtraction)
must be introduced for the error bound requirement. When
the error bound is relatively large, such as 0.1, the subtrahend is usually much smaller than the tolerable accuracy
loss; the correction on user-specified error bound would be
not obvious, and it does not affect the compression ratio.
However, in the case of setting extremely small error
bounds, the derived error bound value can also be very
small, so the round-off value could be at the same order of
magnitude as the error bound.
As a result, subtracting the round-off value from the
user-specified error bound can dramatically reduce the
error bound, causing an impact similar to the situation
with tight error bounds, leading to a lower compression
ratio. Our approach, SZ_P, does not have the preproccessing stage (i.e., Xi are transformed to log(Xi )), and thus it
does not need to do the error bound correction. Therefore,
SZ_P can avoid the compression ratio decrease caused by
error bound correction, having it achieve better compression ratios than does SZ_T in low-error-bound cases. In
addition, we note that the compression and decompression rates of SZ_P and SZ_T with low error bounds are
nearly the same. The reason is that compared with SZ_P,
the tighter error bounds of SZ_T would lead to a lower
prediction accuracy (or a higher amount of unpredictable
data) in the point-to-point processing stage of SZ, such
that many zero bits (M[i]=0) would be generated, as
shown in Algorithm 2, resulting in less time spent for
Huffman coding.

5.4 Quality of Data From Decompression
In this subsection, we evaluate the data distortion of
SZ_P and compare it with that of other compressors.
Since they are evaluated in previous work SZ_T [20], we
also select dark_matter_density, velocity_x fields in
NYX, as well as a temperature field, to evaluate data
fidelity of each approach. Dark_matter_density is a typical use case for pointwise relative error in which a large
majority of values are distributed in [0, 1] and the rest
are in [1, 1.378E+4]. The velocity_x includes large values
with positive/negative signs indicating directions. Maximum pointwise relative error, RMSRE, MRE, and compression ratio are evaluated. Model A (denoted by
SZ_P0 ) is also evaluated to demonstrate that it cannot
strictly respect the error bound.
Table 2 shows the data quality results of SZ_P, SZ_T,
SZ_P0 , and ZFP_T with four most widely used pointwise
error bounds (0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001). SZ_P0 does not strictly
respect the error bound, achieving about 2 times the error
bound in some cases. It also does not perform well on MRE
and RMSRE. Overall, the data distortion of SZ_P0 is higher
than that of either SZ_T0 or SZ_P due to its design limitation
in error control.
On the other hand, SZ_P (using Model B), an advanced
version of SZ_P0 (using Model A), strictly respects the error
bound as SZ_T does and thus works better than SZ_P0 and
achieves data accuracy similar to that of SZ_T. Benefiting
from its smaller interval size of quantization code ((2  uÞu
in SZ_P and 2u in SZ_T), SZ_P achieves slightly better accuracy than does SZ_T, but it also suffers from a little reduction in the compression ratio for the same reason, causing
few more unpredictable data points. However, with these
slight differences, as Fig. 14 shows, in practice SZ_P and
SZ_T achieve almost the same decompressed data quality.
The data loss of SZ_P0 is about 2 times higher than that of
SZ_P, but for accuracy tolerant applications such as visualization, the SZ_P0 performs as well as SZ_P and SZ_T. In
comparison, the visualization effect of ZFP_T decompressed
data is obviously different from the original data; thus, the
fidelity loss caused by ZFP_T has an obvious impact at the
application level.
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TABLE 2
Pointwise Relative Error Bound on 3 Representative Fields in NYX
pwr

Type

dark_matter_density

Temperature

Velocity_x

MAX E

RMSRE

MRE

CR

MAX E

RMSRE

MRE

CR

MAX E

RMSRE

MRE

CR

1E-01

SZ_P0
SZ_T
SZ_P
ZFP_T

1.52E-01
1.00E-01
9.99E-02
5.07E-02

4.71E-02
3.14E-02
2.98E-02
3.73E-03

2.65E-02
2.20E-02
2.08E-02
2.84E-03

6.25
6.19
6.13
3.32

1.50E-01
1.00E-01
9.97E-02
4.80E-02

8.26E-02
5.51E-02
5.32E-02
3.49E-03

5.72E-02
4.76E-02
4.51E-02
2.72E-03

23.48
24.97
25.97
18.40

1.52E-01
1.00E-01
9.97E-02
5.17E-02

8.26E-02
5.50E-02
5.22E-02
2.83E-03

5.54E-02
4.62E-02
4.50E-02
2.13E-03

18.83
19.85
21.90
14.00

1E-02

SZ_P0
SZ_T
SZ_P
ZFP_T

1.75E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-02
3.02E-03

5.56E-03
3.27E-03
3.07E-03
2.33E-04

2.99E-03
2.30E-03
2.16E-03
1.78E-04

3.85
3.85
3.80
2.35

1.70E-02
1.00E-02
9.96E-03
3.33E-03

9.76E-03
5.73E-03
5.39E-03
2.37E-04

6.44E-03
4.96E-03
4.66E-03
1.83E-04

13.46
14.06
13.21
6.59

1.70E-02
1.00E-02
9.96E-03
3.16E-03

9.74E-03
5.72E-03
5.37E-03
2.34E-04

6.02E-03
4.75E-03
4.64E-03
1.81E-04

14.37
13.55
13.09
5.21

1E-03

SZ_P0
SZ_T
SZ_P
ZFP_T

1.96E-03
9.97E-04
1.00E-03
3.90E-04

5.90E-04
3.27E-04
2.90E-04
2.92E-05

3.25E-04
2.30E-04
2.03E-04
2.22E-05

2.75
2.74
2.69
1.92

1.95E-03
9.98E-04
9.99E-04
3.95E-04

9.89E-04
5.75E-04
5.09E-04
2.96E-05

6.72E-04
4.97E-04
4.39E-04
2.28E-05

6.75
6.61
6.30
4.08

1.95E-03
9.98E-04
9.99E-04
3.97E-04

9.81E-04
5.74E-04
5.08E-04
2.96E-05

6.68E-04
4.74E-04
4.38E-04
2.28E-05

8.02
7.63
7.35
3.50

1E-04

SZ_P0
SZ_T
SZ_P
ZFP_T

1.60E-04
9.80E-05
1.00E-04
5.08E-05

4.89E-05
3.15E-05
2.58E-05
3.65E-06

2.97E-05
2.81E-05
1.76E-05
2.77E-06

2.12
2.09
2.05
1.63

1.60E-04
9.90E-05
1.00E-04
4.99E-05

7.73E-05
5.65E-05
4.59E-05
3.71E-06

6.57E-05
4.89E-05
3.90E-05
2.86E-06

3.93
3.92
3.74
2.95

1.60E-04
9.90E-05
1.00E-04
5.33E-05

7.72E-05
5.63E-05
4.60E-05
3.73E-06

5.86E-05
4.86E-05
3.90E-05
2.89E-06

4.39
4.38
4.15
2.63

Fig. 14. Visualization of decompressed dark_matter_density dataset (slice 200) at the compression ratio of 2.75.

Table 2 shows that with the same relative error bound,
ZFP_T achieves relatively high data qualities but low compression ratios. The reason is that ZFP is difficult to control
the data quality accurately compared with the target userset error bound because of the overpreserved error estimation design [20].

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an effective approach to accelerate
the pointwise relative-error-bounded lossy compression of
SZ, leading to an optimal lossy compressor for users with
respect to both compression ratio and compression rate in
most cases. Our optimization strategy originates from an
important observation that the logarithmic transformation
and Huffman decoding are the performance bottlenecks in
SZ. We develop a precomputation-based mechanism, called
SZ_P, with the fast table-lookup methods for logarithmic
transformation and most of traversing operations in Huffman decoding. This solution can improve the compression
rate significantly in most cases. The key findings of our performance evaluation with eight well-known application
datasets are as follows:


Compression/decompression rate: SZ_P improves
the compression rate by about 40 percent and the
decompression rate by about 80 percent compared
with SZ_T. It has performance comparable to or
even higher than that of ZFP_T in most cases.



Compression ratio: SZ_P and SZ_T have similar
compression ratios, which are significantly higher
(even up to one order of magnitude in some cases)
than that of ZFP_T on the tested datasets.
 Respecting user-required error control: Similar to
SZ_T, SZ_P can always respect user requirements on
pointwise relative error bounds. SZ_P also has the
same level of data distortion in RMSRE or MRE with
SZ_T.
We have integrated our codes into the official SZ package
(version 2.1) [33].
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